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How Belgian high-tech ensures the security of ATM machines – 16/03/2014 

Press release SmartI  

The Belgian awards winning telematics software developer Market-IP and SmartI, a Saudi Arabian IT company have 

taken the opportunity of the Belgian Economic Mission to conclude a partnership in order to work hand in hand at 

securing the ATM machines of the Kingdom. 

In order to make money available at many places for the customers, banks are installing ATM everywhere: shopping 

malls, gas station, airports… These cash dispensers are daily refilled with plenty of bank notes, which is very 

attractive for thieves. The biggest issue for the banks is to make sure these machines are safe. SmartI and Market-IP 

have developed a solution in order to allow banks to locate the machines as soon as possible in case of theft. Indeed, 

every machine will be equipped with a system allowing to identify it in real time. When a machine is stolen an alert is 

automatically sent to the security service of the bank. Thanks to this system, the police can immediately track the 

thieves and catch them. 

 

Press release SmartI (max 100 words) 

The signature of the collaboration between SmartI and Market-IP has the objective of making your money safer. 

Indeed, this Belgian telematics software developer and the Saudi IT Integrator will work together in order to track 

the ATM machines when they are stolen. The bank will be notified as soon as a machine is stolen and thanks to real 

time tracking the police will be able to locate it rapidly and catch the thieves. 
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Smarti is a fast growing IT services & solutions provider in the Middle East 
Smarti Headquarters in Riyadh maintains offices across Saudi Arabia, and open 
new branch soon in Dubai. 
Smarti enabling enterprises to maintain the competitive edge in today’s 
dynamic market by verging its strategic partnerships with world class 
technology vendors, solid service infrastructure and its commitment to the 
region. 
www.smarti.com.sa 
 

 

Market-IP develops solutions to enhance mobile operations, helping 

organizations to increase service efficiency and cut operational costs. Market-

IP helps managers to increase planning performance, integrate real time field 

data, secure assets and optimize work time. 

www.market-ip.com  

Press contact:  

Romain OLIESLAGER -  romain.olieslager@market-ip.com   +32 495 707328  

Sarah LAVAL -  sarah.laval@market-ip.com  +32 81 33 11 16 

Press file: http://www.market-ip.com/en/press  
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